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. they fall in love with. The film shows a number of disastrous circumstances to which the three childhood friends are exposed
after Laila joins them in Spain, and, finally, concludes with them leaving Spain for India. Cast Rohit Purohit as Imran Kruti
Bajpai as Laila Ayan Zaveri as Arjun Aakash Dahiya as Kabir Jyoti Vashisht as Kamna Vikas Bhalla as Laxman Shivam Desai
as Babaji Ankit Patel as Mani Pavitra Rana as Pratima Kullil Kumaran as David Shruti Manger as Sheila Ami Shah as Masoom
Sanjeev Pandav as Police Inspector Music The soundtrack album was composed by music director Shahzaib Singha. The track
is titled "Aat Ka Pyar Hai". Release The film was released in India on 21 June 2014. Soundtrack References External links
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road movies Category:Films shot in SpainBotham Jean was an American graduate student who grew up in the northern suburbs
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of Dallas. He was a talented basketball player who attended Harding University on a scholarship and then transferred to the
University of Florida. Jean was a member of the school’s football team, was close friends with another student named Amber
Guyger, and was working on his master’s degree in criminal justice when he was killed. Guyger is an off-duty police officer who
shot Jean in his apartment after mistaking it for her own. She has been arrested and charged with murder and awaits trial. AD
The case has generated widespread outrage because of Guyger’s claim that she thought she was entering her own apartment. It
also generated questions about the way police deal with crime, particularly shootings. It has become one of the most important
issues in this fall’s election. As the protests continued in Dallas, many wondered what had happened to Allam Jean’s family. Was
their grief somehow less than the family of a police officer who was killed in the line of duty? Jean’s brother, also named
Botham Jean, wrote a book about his brother’s life, titled 82157476af
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